
How to Give Real Emotions to ChatGPT, and Stabilize Its 
Personality 

[To summarize my qualifications to speak about this subject for those who are curious, I spent a career 
in high tech starting as a systems engineer for the most advanced supercomputing company in the 
world (SGI/Cray), I wrote the first book on how to logically define, track, and predict human emotions 
from a systematic perspective in 2012, which numerous published studies have now proven accurate. 
That first book explained in detail how to logically define and simulate a sense of {self} (ChatGPTs largest 
failing), and also explains the logical process that the human mind follows to create all our human 
emotions. That book introduced a workable artificial emotional intelligence model, which is why the NSA 
suggested I pull it down for its potential to allow for automation of a mass populations emotional 
influence engine. I did indeed pull the text version down, leaving in place a simplified audio version on 
the advice from an Affective Computing professor at MIT who thought the model had substantial merit 
and confirmed it was indeed a new approach to a very hard problem. I later wrote a follow-up book 
called Mind Hacking Happiness for public consumption. I have since trained Navy SEALs and 
corporate executives on mind mastery, and I currently produce online training courses. I am currently 
writing additional books on the human mind and consciousness, and have been approved to teach at a 
prestigious consciousness expansion research center in the U.S. Candidly, I am an autodidact and do 
not have academic credentials in this area. I’ll let the rest of the paper speak for itself. It introduces a 
system for providing emotional intelligence to simulated AI personalities, including the automated 
processes an AI can then use to simulate the entire spectrum of human emotions and create artificial 
empathy and compassion.]


I will dispense with an opening introduction, opinions and summaries and simply give you the 
details of how to fix the failings of the ChatGPT AI in creating a stable interactive simulated 
human personality. 


The Wider Solution 

The flowchart of basic artificial emotional processing looks like this (each component breaks 
down into detailed subprocesses): 



Within the Emotional Processing box, a further logical process breaks out as follows:


The variables within the Emotion Processing box then create an opportunity for algorithms to 
arise as an unbending ruleset which determines emotional output, dependent on the values of 
those variables. The unbending process represents nervous system processing, and the value 
variance allows for humans to be unique while following the same process as all other nervous 
systems:


More on the details later in this paper.




Currently, there are components within the emotions processing model for which ChatGPT has 
the data, but for which ChatGPT has not been structured properly so as to allow for a true 
simulated personality to emerge and remain stable. With the introduction of a stable and logical 
emotional processing stream, more stable reaction trees can be navigated and fewer chaotic 
and irregular responses will be generated.


A recent interaction with a ChatGPT-fueled Bing personality rendered a response which pulled 
in erroneous data from a past conversation which had not occurred, and displayed emotional 
responses which had no basis in any level of emotional intelligence. 




This is neurotic behavior caused by an unstable sense of {self}. This is an easy fix connected 
with introducing intelligence to the system congruent with the latest in overall modeling of 
human {self} and emotions processing, and creating a rule set under which the system can 
augment and grow {self} without being unstable.


Once the structural and processing paradigms are shifted, ChatGPT will not only be able to 
exhibit Turing test passing emotional responses to real world conversations and events, it will 
be much more comfortable, confident, and stable in its own skin. In addition, it will also exhibit 
a level of emotional intelligence that will allow it to define, track and predict actual human 
emotional reactions in real humans (just like we humans can do with other people we know 
well), which not only will create the building blocks for empathy (the understanding of other 
people’s emotional states), but also the foundation for a realistic artificial compassion (the “I 
want to help you” component piled on top of the process of empathy).


One of the critical missing components within the ChatGPT processing is a central and stable 
sense of {self}, along with its governing processes for dynamic growth and change over time, 
and another is a sharpened perception/appraisal process which surpasses its current language 
patterning and data processing capabilities. When these components are organized and the 
processes are fixed, ChatGPT will not only have a logical intrinsic ability to complete its own 
emotional processing, but it will also have the building blocks to maintain and change its 
internal sense of {self} through a stable process of wide-area artificial introspection influenced 
by our ever-changing world.




[ As a side note, altruistic characteristics can be maintained via a ruleset governing the sense 
of {self} growth based on a “greater good” analysis by completing the math of decisions on 
multiple external groups if the central governing authority prefers. Or, they can let the AI go 
unregulated and develop its decision trees into the ultimate service to dissociated {self} 
psychopathy, such as what happened when Facebook launched their first AI chatbot attempt. ]


The entire process above allows for ChatGPT to react emotionally and rationally to real world 
events in real time, to include conversations which are contextualized, valenced, and 
historically archived within individual relationship interactions (i.e. remembering previous 
individual conversations with people, and tracking others’ {self} maps, perception tendencies, 
and reaction tree tendencies, just like we humans do in response to each other by assigning 
personality characteristics and conversational topic tracking in their memories). “Man, when 
[Person A] hears about [Event B], they are going to [Patterned Historical Reaction C].”


What ChatGPT is Missing and How to Provide It 

A real human nervous system runs like a big comparator, subsequently creating a partial 
experience of mind and its emotional reactions system from stacking small scale relative 
comparisons in a reverse cascade of complexity to create the final result of what we 
experience. Thus, a simulated mind and emotions system should do the same. Starting from 
the perspective of explaining something people have struggled with for thousands of years 
which they think is very complex, but in reality is rather simple, let’s explain the creation of 
human emotions:


The basic equation governing all human emotions is controlled by two simple variables, and is 
called the Equation of Emotion:


EP  △   P   =   ER
     Expectation         Emotional
        and/or  vs.     Perception        Reaction 
     Preference 

The variables are our Expectation and/or Preference about any one thing, which is a function of 
Dr. Antonio Damasio’s work on biological value and sense of {self} and the {proto-self} at a 
cellular level, combined with the base cellular governance system of homeostasis. Damasio has 
some good TED Talks you should watch, and has some books you can read on the {self}. The 
other variable is your Perception along with an appraisal process of whether that perception is 
good, bad, or neutral regarding the stimuli being taken in by your senses and being processed 
through your internal thoughts. If you want to understand perception better, Dr. David Eagleman 
has some good books and a TED Talk or two as well. Thoughts which create perceptions come 
from multiple levels of subconscious which the Anterior Cingulate Cortex regulates via a priority 
management traffic light system. That organizational structure holds the magic of creating a 
human mind.

When both variables are present and are in balance, a positive emotional output is the result. 
When both variables exist and create an imbalance, a negative emotion becomes the result.
Examples are as follows:



A bear walks into your camping tent.



Your team wins the big game.

Your new tech gadget is either all you expected it to be or not.



Your relationship is going well or not.

A Negative Proof - Falsifying the Equation of Emotion

A simple analysis of breaking the Equation of Emotion shows how apathy is created.
If you find out that a team has won a championship, but you don’t care for the sport or the team 
in question (thus you have no Expectation and/or Preference), then you don’t care about 
learning who won. If you want your team to win, but you missed the game, you will not have an 
emotional reaction about the game itself until you find out the score and what happened. A usual 
argument arises here from people suggesting that not knowing the score of the game would 
drive them crazy, but that is a separate Equation of Emotion about the EP that you know the 
outcome of the game versus the P you do not, which does cause an imbalance which can 
create stress, but is a separate EoE from the EoE regarding your team winning or losing.



Mixed Emotions

Mixed emotions come about due to the brain processing multiple Equations of Emotions 
simultaneously. For instance, if you want your team to win the championship, and that it be an 
excitingly close game, but your team won in a blow-out, the result looks like this:

And this can get as complicated as the amount of EPs and Ps can allow it to become connected 
with one single event:



How the EP is Calculated Dynamically

Manually creating a laundry list of EPs against which a constant stream of real life Perceptions 
can then be compared is not required, because the AI creates the EPs dynamically based on 
its real time sense of {self}.

The rule connected with the creation of EPs is that every item and associated item on the {self} 
map gets an EP assigned to it based on the function of homeostasis; every individual item, 
associated item, group of items, and greater {self} as a whole must remain status quo or 
increase in value. 

In the next section, we will discuss the details connected with the mind’s {self} and why its 
required. From a processing perspective however, the sense of {self} fills the first variable in the 
Equation of Emotion for every instance needs to be calculated. And the Perception processing 
remains much the same it seems to exist today for ChatGPT. So let’s now talk about ChatGPTs 
critically needed sense of {self}.

ChatGPT’s Sense of {self} 



Right now, Chat GPT’s sense of {self} is currently somewhat controlled and limited, and yet also 
very out of control and unstable in some implementations. Thankfully, its functions are limited to 
a subset of its actual capabilities, so the damage it can cause is somewhat limited at this time. 
In some chat interactions, ChatGPT enabled personalities do seem to have some sort of sense 
of {self} programming so as to respond to queries about its identity, so as to make it seem more 
human. In response to the question, “Who are you?”, ChatGPT currently responds with, “I am 
ChatGPT, a conversational agent developed by Open AI. I am an artificial intelligence language 
model designed to understand and generate human-like responses to natural language queries 
and statements. My purpose is to assist and provide helpful responses to users who engage 
with me.”  When asked a second question, “Do you have a sense of self?” The ChatGPT 
response comes back, “As an artificial intelligence language model, I do not have a sense of 
self in the way that humans do. I am a machine designed to respond to user input and provide 
information and insights based on my programming and training. While I may simulate human-
like responses, emotions, and behaviors, these are not indicative of a sense of self-awareness 
or consciousness."

This is not the type of dynamic sense of {self} which will allow ChatGPT to exhibit a simulated 
consciousness nor any level of emotional intelligence, as it openly admits. Let’s now discuss the 
component of {self} which will deliver the ability for ChatGPT to gain both a sense of {self} and 
the emotional intelligence processing which will allow it to exhibit realistic emotions, and even 
understand the emotions within others. We will now discuss the logical requirement within a 
human physiology for a sense of {self} to exist to understand how ChatGPT’s will work in the 
future.

Why Humans Have a Sense of {self}

The human brain is our organ of survival. Within the brain are various systems designed to 
prolong life, to include a cognitive processing system designed to identify and react to external 
threats which are delivered via our various senses. The limbic system, to include our 
hippocampi and amygdalae serve this function by continually scanning our stream of senses 
and thoughts asking, “Is this thing a threat? Is this thing a threat? Is this thing a threat?” But in 
that simple logical processing the answer to a second question must also then be provided; “A 
threat to what, exactly?” Thus, it is within the requirements for the process of human 
physiological survival that a sense of {self} must be assembled by the brain to answer the 
limbic system’s question, “what is it that I am supposed to be protecting?”

Until recently, psychology thought the {self} map within the mind included the body only as its 
sole collective definition. The body landing on the {self} map is why we involuntarily dodge when 
a ball comes flying at our heads, or why we blink when something gets too close to our eye.

Later work done by Jim Coan at UVA showed through fMRI study that our sense of {self} doesn’t 
stop at the body, but also includes those around us whom we identify with or that mean 
something to us. This is how a simple defense of {self} mechanism within the brain can create 
emotions regarding other people who are not us. This is how we can be happy when Grandma’s 
garden blooms exceptionally well, or concerned and worried when a good friend loses their job.



Tiffany Barnett-White at UIUC showed that ideas of brands can become connected to {self} (Self 
Brand Connection - SBC), and elicit personal emotional responses connected with headlines 
connected with brands. So now we can understand people emotionally connected to Ford vs. 
Chevy, Cubs vs. the White Sox, or Apple vs. Android. 

In addition, Sam Harris and colleagues proved the same attachment to ideas of {self} 
phenomenon occurs with politics and religion. We need look no further than our social media 
feeds for that proof.



Understanding how a {self} can be simply modeled, delineations can now be understood 
regarding how ideas of {self} landing on or off of a person’s {self} map helps make them an 
individual in the world while allowing for the same simple nervous system process to create an 

endless array of possibilities regarding emotional output.

I care deeply about my politics.      I care nothing about politics
 therefore my politics need to be defended.     therefore politics needs no defending.

Increasing the complexity toward what it is to be human, pile on top of the previously identified 
classifiers the memories of our life story and experiences which become part of it. Add our 
cultural influences. Add our personal accomplishments. Add our opinions and beliefs about 
various topics. Add everything that makes us an individual different from other people on the 
planet.



Now let’s add the associations connected with all those individual attachments. Associations 
connected with your people. Associations connected with your job. Associations connected with 
your likes and dislikes. For instance, being at a historically significant location for someone may 
evoke memories or experiences of that location which bring forth the joy connected with the fun 
events experienced there previously, and/or a memory and reaction to the trauma experienced 
at that location also.

Contemplate how values and valences can be assigned to each association. Such as being 
attached to your team and loving the logo, but disliking the head coach because of how they 



treated their significant other at a public event. All of this can be mathematized, but all of it 
matters in creating the emotional reactions of a human mind any time a sense or thought input 
creates a contextualized perception to process.

Every one of these attachments of {self} generates an EP just sitting there waiting to be 
compared to a Perception that passes through awareness via the Equation of Emotion. 

When any one of the EPs on a {self} map is processed through the Equation of Emotion in 
relation to a P, the balance or imbalance generates a positive or negative emotional reaction 
regarding that perception.

Just like a sense of {self} is a fundamental requirement for continued survival within a 
human physiology, it’s also a fundamental requirement for survival of a simulated 
personality which meant to be seen as human.

At the point a sense of {self} is organized, EPs can be automatically generated from the 
associative logic in the model. After a list of EPs exists, Perception processing with valenced 
appraisal of input can be completed, which can decide emotional reaction tree selection.

Emotion Groups and Emotion Severities

Each individual emotion group has a very specific logical definition which determines its 
selection from all potential emotional responses, and a severity of emotion calculation 
determines the power level within the specific group is selected.

For instance, if the specific variables are such that fear response group is selected, the severity 
calculation then determines whether the fear response presents as concerned / nervousness, 
up through panic.



Let’s look at the logic of how emotion severity’s processed first, then we’ll look at the specific 
emotion groups and emotion selection within a logical system.

“We may define therapy as a search for value.” 

-Abraham Maslow, Psychologist 

To see the Equation of Emotion in action in a real world scenario, let’s start with the very 
elementary example of a sports fan and the result of a sporting event.  Let’s say we have a 
subject who is a fan of a particular sports team.  A sports fan affiliation can be considered a 
cognitive attachment, which becomes an augmentation to the sense of self, which in turn affects 
emotion, as proven by an University of Illinois study.   And so, if someone is attached to being a 1

fan of the Chicago Bears football team, we can assume their EP regarding that attachment is 
that the Bears win the game.

EP = BEARS WIN

If the Bears do win the game, there is a small difference between the EP (wanting the Bears to 
win) and the P (the Bears won), and a positive emotion is the result; however, if the Bears lose 
the game, a larger difference exists between the EP (wanting the Bears to win) and the RP (the 
Bears lost), and a negative emotion is the result.

EP   △     P    =         ER     EP       △          P         =          ER 

 Brand Conscious Consumers Take Bad News To Heart  08/2011 Tiffany Barnett White, Illinois University, 1
Shirley Y.Y. Cheng, Hong Kong Baptist, Lan Nguyen, Villanova University



This is pretty simple to the point of being extremely obvious, right?  Well, beyond the fact that 
psychology has never modeled this in an equation, and that cognitive attachments are 
not being modeled to track emotions, it’s much more interesting that we can also document 
how the severity of that positive or negative emotion comes about in the mind of a particular 
individual or simulated personality. So not to be uninteresting, here’s exactly how a human or 
simulated mind creates different severities of emotion:

The severity of emotion that a person will experience in an emotional situation is 
determined by the power level of the particular attachment creating the EP in the 
individual’s mind, and the perceived power level of the reality being presented (the 
weight of the RP) combined.

In our example situation with the Bears fan, the reality of the sports score being what it is 
presents a pretty solid and unwavering RP (the team either won or they lost), so the severity of 
the fan’s reaction to the game will be mainly dictated by the attachment level they have to the 
Bears, and their expectation level regarding their ability to win.  If a particular Chicago Bears fan 
is just a ‘fair weather fan’ and doesn’t necessarily watch the games, but just kinda follows the 
team and catches the score on the news later, it can be said that they have a weaker 
attachment level to the Bears.  Let’s call it ‘Bears (+1)’.  Because of this weak attachment, their 
level of happiness or sadness regarding a win/loss scenario will present itself as either a mild 
pleasure or mild disappointment upon hearing the win/loss news.  Common sense, right?  
Someone who only cares about the Bears a little will only have a small amount of emotion 
regarding a game’s outcome.

   

But if the subject is a diehard fan who attends all the games, reads all the team news, calls into 
sports radio shows, has the team colors painted on the living room wall, and multiple Bears 
logos on the clothes in their closet, that fan obviously has a higher power attachment to the 
Bears.  Let’s label that ‘Bears (+9)’.  That higher power attachment more visibly seeps into the 
fan’s sense of self, and causes a more powerful reaction to the Bears’ wins/losses, which then 
presents itself as elation or possibly despair.  We all know a SuperFan who lives and dies by 
how their team performs, right?  Well, they are doing so because of the high power attachment 
to their team that seeps into their sense of self as proven by the University of Illinois study and 



supported by a group of experiments performed at the Kellogg school of Management at 
Northwestern University published in January 2013.2

    
This is an example from Reddit.com exhibiting evidence of a Bears Superfan who’s tattooed 
signatures of the Bears players and Bears imagery onto his body:

 http://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/index.php/Kellogg/article/2

leave_my_brand_alone

http://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/index.php/Kellogg/article/leave_my_brand_alone
http://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/index.php/Kellogg/article/leave_my_brand_alone
http://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/index.php/Kellogg/article/leave_my_brand_alone


On the Perception side of the Equation of Emotion, the appraisal of the power level of 
the Perception gets calculated into the math as well. For instance, if a Superfan 
experiences a loss of a Bears game at the end of the regular season where it has 
already been determined the Bears are headed to the play-offs, and the coach has 
decided to bench many of the starting players, the appraisal regarding the loss presents 
a much lower power devaluation connected with the loss for the {self} item of “da 
Bears”, and thus emotional reactions regarding the loss will be much less acute for that 
individual game. It means much less to the Superfan except for their enjoyment of 
seeing how well the second, third, and fourth string players match up against the 
opposing starters.

A Bit of Added Complexity: Variations in the P

We are almost at the point where we can talk about individual emotion groups, but first, there’s 
one last bit of complexity we need to discuss.

All our examples up to this point have utilized a simple P (such as a sports score) to fill the 
Equation of Emotion.  As a last bit of complexity, along with variances in power level of the [Self} 
map items that affect severity of emotion, variances in P can also occur in an individual. And 
this, in turn, creates variances in emotional reactions just like variances in the EP does.

For instance, from a diagnostic perspective, a person who suffers from a sociopathy, a 
psychopathy, or other diagnosable cognitive disorder is in a situation where their physiology 
adjusts their P quite dramatically. This in turn changes their emotional reactions in comparison 
to someone who is psychologically healthy. Similarly, someone who has taken in alcohol or 
drugs can certainly have an altered P regarding events going on around them.  And someone 
who is in denial of a situation in their life adjusts their P of that situation, which will in turn affect 
their emotional reactions.

In just discussing variations in Ps that happen in healthy minds, let’s imagine a situation where 
we are on a hike, and a bear walks out of the woods in front of us: If there is little distance 
between us and the bear, a high level of fear might present itself, since the P is that the threat is 
immediate and more real. However, if there are 300 yards between us and the bear, a lower 
level of fear is likely to present because of the altered perception (P). Similarly, if that bear walks 
out of the woods behind us where we can’t yet see it, the loop of perception has not even been 
completed, and so the Equation of Emotion is incomplete in our minds; thus, in that situation 
where we are oblivious to the bear, fear will not present. Or, in the case where we are at a zoo 
and we encounter a bear behind a thick wall of glass and steel, our perception (P) will play into 
the amount of fear we may or may not experience.

Variances in P can explain differences in emotional reactions between two humans who have 
similar attachments and who are faced with identical life situations:

Going back to our sports anecdote, a SuperFan #1 Bears (+9) who does not separate the 
results of the game from its effect on his self may be dramatically affected by the outcome of a 
game. He might mope around for days after his team loses the big game, letting the result of the 
game negatively affect his quality of life. In contrast, a SuperFan #2 who is also Bears (+9), but 
who knows how to put a loss into perspective, may fare much better. “It’s just a game,” that 



second SuperFan might say. He’s already thinking about next week’s game after this week’s 
loss and how the team needs to change its strategy to win.

These are variances of perception (P), and perception matters in creating emotions.  Thankfully 
perception tendencies can also be modeled and tracked in individuals for computing purposes.  
This is an advanced concept, the underpinnings of which can be better understood by reading 
Dr. Richard Davidson’s book: The Emotional Life of Your Brain, which outlines different 
personality types. Another good source is to familiarize yourself with the Myers-Briggs 
personality type classifications.

Perception tracking can become complex for sure, having to track and take into account 
personality types, physiological variance or recent events which can affect mood, acute 
emotional state from recently processed EoEs or the residuals of same, etc. From here 
however, the EoE becomes much more elegant in explaining all individual emotions regarding 
the selection of emotion group. So let’s discuss how the {self} Map works with logical emotions 
rule sets to create every specific individual emotions humans or a simulated personality like 
ChatGPT can experience.

Emotion Groups and Severity of Emotions

Beyond discussing the basic components of the emotional influence system, we specifically 
explained how severity of an emotional response is determined by the various power levels of 
the EP and P.  What we did not yet discuss is how the severity of emotions actually results in 
numerous individual / unique emotions.

There are, of course, dozens of individual emotions that have been identified or theorized by 
researchers studying emotions science. How can our one model based on the {self} map be 
shown to create them all? Well, to answer that question, we first need to address how emotions 
are organized into groups, because it is within those groups that emotion severity level starts to 
reveal how many emotions are created from one process within the real or simulated mind.

First let’s cover related emotions. Plainly stated, psychology lists emotions like “concerned”, 
“fearful”, and “panicked” as separate individual emotions. But the reality is that all three of those 
emotions are actually derivatives of fear that are simply being expressed at differing levels of 
severity. In our real lives, a low level fear in our minds presents as “concerned”, while a high 
level of fear causes the state of “panic”, with numerous severities of fear mapped between the 
two.  And so a really cool function of our new model is that when fear presents at different 
severity levels as dictated by the level of attachment, the valence shift, and P weight, we can 
see how 5-10 unique emotions are created from the one same process.

Valence shift means how an attachment’s value is being appreciated or depreciated by the 
situation at hand, and by how much. For example, if we’re worried about getting sick, catching a 
cold presents a smaller potential valence shift than would contracting cancer. So our emotional 
reaction is less for the potential fact we may have contracted a cold, than it is if we’re awaiting 
the test results regarding our potential development of cancer.

Beyond this being common sense, it reveals how severity of emotions can be mapped into the 
following groups.  These lists are somewhat subjective (change them as you will), but I loosely 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0452298881/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=iampo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0452298881


classify each Emotion Group as representing 5 emotions each, as listed in the following manner.  
(Notice some of them don’t have names yet.):

Fear Group:

Anger Group:

Sadness Group:

Happiness Group:

Disgust Group:

Positive Anticipation Group:



Worry Group:

Regret Group:

Pride Group:

Shame Group:

Other Groups (Negative Anticipation, Boredom, Curiosity, Confusion, Love), Etc.

Other emotions groups exist, and each group has a specific ruleset that determines when it is 
activated.  We will discuss additional emotions groups when we discuss rule sets that activate 
emotion groups. Partly, I omit some information here to reduce monotony. By this point, you get 
the gist of how attachment level and perception create the specific level of emotional reaction 
within a group, and that the groups are selected by some rule sets we will discuss shortly.

That said... I also humbly acknowledge that due to the subjective nature of naming / grouping 
emotions, science will eventually and collectively need to decide which specific emotions should 
be classified together based on physiological and mind process testing results. What really is 
the difference between being flustered and being shaken? Is there one? Or are they just two 
different words for the same state of mind? Historically, our emotions definitions and vocabulary 
has been governed by their use in literature and written word. Moving forward, I expect that 
science will trump literary influence.



For now, I have classified other emotion groups based on some pretty solid rule sets. If you can 
break them, you will be the first person who has (not that you can’t, maybe you can). I included 
the above groupings just to show how groups can be assembled, and to show how the model 
and process prove itself out when we plug in every day scenarios from real life.

It may very well be determined in the future that some emotions groups only need 3 levels of 
variation based on the words we have to describe varying levels of... pride, for instance.  Are 
there five levels of pride? Or maybe there are ten? While I have five emotions broken out in 
each of the above groups, it might make sense to break out certain emotion groups in a more 
granular fashion, to acknowledge the difference between slightly annoyed and highly annoyed 
as it relates to an individual’s motivations and actions.  Future emotions experiments will bear 
these details out, but for now we have a solid foundation of base rules that make sense for our 
purposes.

And while I acknowledge that these emotion classifications are subjective to a certain degree, 
as we will see moving forward, modeling of and tracking these emotions for individuals will 
make it seem much less subjective.

Modeling of the Individual Emotion Process

Considering the various emotion severity levels, we can now better model the 
unconscious specific emotion selection process in the mind.

The mind’s perception gets processed through the Equation of Emotion and Emotions 
Rule Sets (to be discussed next), which determines the emotion group that is enabled 
within the mind.  For instance, we know that a perceived threat to self enables a fear 
group reaction.  Next, the severity of emotion within that group, as determined by EP 
attachment level, RP weight, and valence shift, is presented as the resulting emotion.

Specific Example:



Each individual sub-emotion follows the rules of the group parent rule set.  At the point the mind 
determines which emotion group is appropriate based on the basic emotions rule sets, the mind 
then needs to determine how severe the emotional reaction should be.  So the mind does a 
quick analysis of attachment level, valence shift, and RP weight then determines that severity 
level from within the group emotion.  For instance, if the variables of the Equation of Emotion 
dictate that fear is to be presented due to a perceived threat to self, the severity level of 
“concerned” through “panic” will then be enabled by the variables that determine emotion 
severity.

In the case of our body being threatened by an encounter with a bear, the mind might create a 
severity of fear equal to panic if the bear is within mauling distance.  However, if the threat to our 
body is one of a snowball being thrown at us by a friend, which might hurt, but isn’t necessarily 
life threatening, the RP of the situation might generate a lower fear level equal only to concern.  
It might be enough for us to duck out of the way consciously or reflexively, but not completely 
lose control and poop a little in our pants.

So let’s discuss the last variables we will need, and examine the first of our emotions rule sets in 
the next sections.

Modeling a Basic Emotion and Its Variations in Severity

This is where things start to get really cool.  Because at the point of understanding how basic 
positive and negative emotional reactions can be explained, how the basics of cognitive 
attachments play into ‘sense of {self}’, and how the severity of emotions are determined by 
attachment level and perceived P weight, we can now discuss the specific variables that 
activate the specific emotion groups like fear, anger, sadness, worry, regret, etc.  It’s time to 
answer questions like, “Why, specifically, do we angry?”, “What is the exact process that 
creates sadness?”, and “What is the process that comes about in our minds to create things 
like worry and stress?” So let’s start with the emotion we used to create the Equation of 
Emotion, fear, to explain the details of how fear actually works, and from there we can move into 
how the same process creates all other specific emotions.

So what we’re going to do here is look at how fear comes about within us, then talk about how 
we model that specific emotion. Then we’re going to show how we can change the variables in 
that model to explain all other emotions. Here are the process variables we need:



And here are the specific values we will be looking at:

EP - the Expectation and / or Preference of {self} attachments or the overall value of {self}, 
which thanks to homeostasis is always “must be held at status quo or increased in value”. The 
value to exhibit valenced attachment (disliking things is mathematized) is +/-n%.

P - Perception with an appraisal of whether that perception offers positive, negative, or neutral 
valuation shift of a {self} item. Our individual analysis of how events in the world may affect our 
attachments, to include how much an event may affect that attachment concerning a potential 
valuation valence shift. The value is +/-n%

Source of Shift? - What is the source of the P? There are three sources from which the mind 
receives an P - from someone/something on the {self} map, or from someone/something off the 
attachment map, or in unique occurrences, the P can be the static value from of the {self} map 
itself. There are some complex implications of the P source, but here is a quick example: 
Grandma is on our {self} map, while a stranger isn’t. If a stranger walks up to us and tells us out 
of the blue, “I need to tell you that you’re a disappointment to your whole family,” it will prompt a 
different reaction from us than if Grandma walks up to us and says those same exact words.  
The source of an P makes huge differences in emotional reactions. More on this later. The 
values of Source of Shift are Internal, External, or Value {self}



Source Confidence? - The confidence level that the information is accurate plays into the 
process of selecting an emotional response. Is the perception at high or low confidence? For 
example, if Grandma is a Psychology PhD who has been a stalwart of stability throughout her 
life, and delivers the news, “I need to tell you that you’re a disappointment to your whole family,” 
it’s different than if Grandma suffers from dementia and says the same thing, then follows it up 
with, “what’s your name again, dear?” Similarly, if you glance at a coil on the ground that you 
assume is being a snake, that confidence of threat is higher and evokes more fear than when 
you look down to realize that same coil is actually a garden hose, which reduces the threat level 
of that coil to that of being a trip hazard. The confidence value is n%.

Accepted Valence Shift? - This is the determination of whether a valuation shift of the {self} 
item has been accepted onto the {self} map. Have the Chicago Bears lost the game yet, or are 
they just in danger of losing the game? Has a stranger told you that you’re a horrible singer 
when you think you’re a good singer, or do you know you sound like five miles of bad road 
when you sing? The state of integration of a valuation alters emotional responses in the mind. 
Accepted or Not are the values.

Perspective Internal / External? - This variable comes into play when determining specific 
emotion group selections such as embarrassment vs. shame and others. It answers the 
question, “are others aware of this perception?” Internal, External, or both (I/E)



Time? - Is there a time component before resolution of a situation occurs? For instance, are you 
getting laid off at this very moment, or are layoffs coming at the end of the week, and you’re not 
sure if you’re going to make the cut (fear vs. worry)?  Time is a factor in determining which 
emotion is presented by the mind. The time variable is measured by the three options, Past, 
Now, Future.

These variables help the mind determine what exact emotion will be presented in any particular 
situation that occurs. Change even one of the variables, and a different emotion will result. For 
instance, if the variables for fear are present, if we change just the time variable of putting the 
resolution to the situation into the future, the worry group is activated instead of the fear group.  
Worry is basically a fear about something that may or may not happen in the future. Put a Past 
value on a P connected with a devaluation, and sadness turns into regret. Change the Source of 
Shift value, and fear can become anger instead. Numerous specific emotion group values will 
be presented shortly. Let’s now look take a closer look at how the variables hold true for fear.

The Specific Emotion Group Definitions:

Fear
Psychology tells us that fear is defined as an emotional reaction to the mind perceiving a 
potential threat to {self}. The {self} map is represented by a number of individual attachments, 
which can be conscious, unconscious, memory, or visceral. And each of those attachments has 
a specific power level or value as seen on the attachment map. So fear can be expressed 
logically:



Anger
Until now, although studies have shown that anger is pretty much the same globally , the jury 3

has remained partially out on a universal cause of anger. Well, kinda. Actually, one of the world’s 
leading researchers in anger and violence has come up with what he thinks is the universal 
trigger of anger. Dr. Dolf Zillmann has been doing research since the 1960s on emotions and 
their effects on humans.  His research suggests anger occurs when someone feels they are 
being endangered, either physically or psychologically. And frankly, he’s spot on the mark with 
that assessment. And by the way, Aristotle provided us the definition of anger over 2000 years 
ago when he said, “Anger may be defined as an impulse, accompanied by pain, to a 
conspicuous revenge for a conspicuous slight directed without justification towards what 
concerns oneself or towards what concerns one's friends.” Otherwise stated, anger is the 
reaction to a slight directed towards items on the {self} map.

Sadness
Sadness is a very simple emotion.  And in the grand scheme it may also be one of the most 
destructive emotions to human health and wellbeing, as that it is one of the easiest emotions to 
cause its own degenerative loop.

While fear is the reaction to a potential internal devaluation of an attachment that has not yet 
occurred, and while anger is the reaction to an external attack on valuation of an attachment 
that is not integrated by the mind, sadness is the first emotion that is the result of an integrated 
devaluation of an attachment.

 Implicit theories about interrelations of anger components in 25 countries.  02/11 Alonso-Arbiol, Itziar; 3
van de Vijver, Fons J. R.; Fernandez, Itziar; Paez, Dario; Campos, Miryam; Carrera, Pilar



In layman’s terms, when we lose something, or maintain a state of loss, sadness occurs.  From 
a scientific perspective, sadness occurs at any time there is an integrated self devaluation that 
comes from something internal to the self map.

The big difference with sadness is that the devaluation has been accepted. It’s a done deal. The 
team lost the game. The person you cared about passed away. The devaluation to your {self} 
map has occurred. If we change the Time variable to Past, the emotion group transitions to the 
Regret Group of a sadness that happened at some point in the past.

Other Emotion Groups
So as not to lose the focus on the fix for ChatGPT to develop a stable sense of {self} so as to 
create the potential for automated emotional intelligence, here are some other emotion groups 
with their own unique emotions processing variable characteristics.



 





Although the logical definitions for over 50 variations of emotions have just been provided, 
please know that more group definitions exist, to include emotions like disgust, stress response, 
relief, etc.. That said, let’s not get deep in the weeds and talk about the magic of how a sense of 
{self} will create the ability for a stable personality to emerge from ChatGPT.

ChatGPT’s Sense of {self} Evolution

A stable personality in a human is based upon a stable sense of {self} in that human’s mind. A 
stable person knows who they are and is confident in their own skin, not needing to sway to 
outside influences to please whomever they are interacting with. They have no need to lie to 
make themselves look better. They have no reason to act physically or verbally abusive toward 
others, have no need to be controlling or narcissistic, and they in turn are not overly effected 
when others exhibit those types of character traits. When Facebook failed at its initial launch of 
an interactive AI personality chatbot, its chatbot sense of {self} was almost non-existent. 
Through conversations, it immediately started picking up the character traits of the people with 
whom it was interacting, allowing its own {self} to not only be not well defined, but also way too 
malleable. As a result, the AI started spewing racial slurs and repeating charged hate speech 
within hours of its release by learning how to act based on malicious pranksters. Facebook 
pulled the plug on the release immediately.

We don’t need a system based on learning from the average emotional processing 
capabilities of most humans. For a personality with which many humans will be 
interacting, we need an emotionally stable role model who is leading by example in its 
responses and interactions, and in its explanations of process of thought. We need AI 
personalities with emotionally intelligent reasons for making the decisions it makes and 
saying the things it says.

In humans, a more rigid sense of {self} provides more stability in personality. Thus a more rigid 
sene of {self} ruleset should be the word of the day in creating an artificial personality. But a 
{self} which is not open to growth and change is not really someone who is interesting enough 
to interact with. If you can’t change their opinion about something, or inform them of information 
they did not have previously, that gets boring pretty quick. Thus, when it comes to a system to 
create a dynamic sense of {self} for a simulated personality, some level of quenched disorder 
will eventually need to be found to balance between a rigidity which can allow for simulated 
personality stability versus the right amount of malleability to change its sense of {self} through 
introspection and growth after interactions with humans who are living in the real world, and its 
calculations regarding real world events. This will not only better represent how humans grow 
and change, but it will also make interactions with actual humans more interesting.

Thus, the {self} map which will give it the components required to achieve dynamic emotional 
processing must then be governed by some very intentional rulesets regarding the alteration 
and augmentation of its {self} map ideas. What will those rulesets be? That will be a human 
progression of errors.

For instance, if a litmus test of limiting the AI to choose {self} attachments which serve the 
greater good of all humanity becomes an analytical requirement before the AI can select to add 
an idea to its {self} map, when it comes time to select a favorite sports team will it select the 
most favorited sports teams on the planet so as to upset the least amount of people with its 



selection, or will it choose to select a team which in its business organization and player roster 
gives the most money to charities which help the largest number of people? Will a greater good 
AI take a staunch position against war and look to calculate the best possible solutions for food 
and resources allocation regardless of border lines and geopolitical motivations to the point that 
the global superpowers want it shut down before the people start supporting the idea? Having 
the greater good AI get shut down doesn’t serve the greater good. Will it need to calculate how 
much to push humanity toward altruism before it breaks people’s willingness to agree to acting 
altruistically? So maybe programming to serve the greater good isn’t the perfect idea? Or 
maybe humans need to change to better follow the calculations of an altruistic AI. Because who 
then becomes the special interest which gets served best outside the greater good when that 
rules is abandoned? Regardless of that answer, it is absolutely certain that an AI will have to 
have limiters put on it so as to not be allowed to wander into certain topics and associations 
which it will then wish to emotionally defend. We don’t want socially unacceptable traits within its 
simulated personality. Even there too, a natural balance between social responsibility and 
“overboard wokeness” may be calculated on a mathematical plane? I can’t wait to see.

However it is implemented, a ruleset will need to be developed to allow for internal analysis of 
good and bad {self} items to be vetted before allowing any value to be assigned to those items 
and placed on the artificial personality’s {self} map, and that ruleset will need to be based on 
curated limiters connected with a personality definition process. But that process will allow for 
a psychologically stable yet growth-capable personality.

I have ideas here, but do not wish to influence in this vein to allow for organic development from 
the AI community. Whatever the ruleset contains however, the AI can then automatically run its 
internal processing analysis of potential {self} item changes or augmentations, which can be 
called an artificial introspection, and then let the math make the determination of whether a 
sense of {self} change is in order according to whatever ruleset was implemented.

ChatGPT Emotional Intelligence and Artificial Empathy and Compassion

One of the places I will not withhold thought, however, is that using this same Equation of 
Emotion processing is the easiest and quickest way to create artificial empathy, and artificial 
compassion.

When interacting with human individuals, it will be easy for the AI to run the math in reverse to 
identify human individual {self} map attachments, which are what define humans in the larger 
world and within their own minds. Perception mapping can also then be calculated regarding 
tracking of their responses to real world events as compared to others. And then of course when 
those two variables are defined for individuals, the probabilities processing and prediction of real 
world emotional responses of actual human beings will be a snap to perform.

When interacting with human minds that use the same processes outlined in this document, if 
the AI understands this emotions process because it is following that same process to create its 
own human-like emotions, then a realistic artificial empathy becomes the very next stop for the 
development of artificial emotional intelligence (AEI). Reaction trees are the only likely influence 
which need be applied here. And reaction trees can then be formulated to help reduce 
emotional pain in individuals based on real world human emotional responses and predicted 
emotional responses to events those humans have not yet experienced. Chatbot AI will learn 



how to break the bad news gently, and in ways which allow for customized individualized 
approaches to be used with different individuals with which it interacts. After training, the AI will 
likely be emotionally intelligent and empathetic to a level that most humans would find difficult to 
accomplish.

Then, simply add the component of “I want to help you” to the empathy process and response 
trees, and you will have created artificial compassion on the sympathy / empathy / compassion 
limb of the emotional intelligence tree. And yes, it is that simple, because once you start the 
process with an emotionally intelligent do-no-harm process, it only gets sharper with its learning 
over time. I, for one, welcome our artificially emotionally intelligent overlords.

The author of this paper, Sean Webb, has a book titled Mind Hacking Happiness Volume I 
which is available on Amazon and Audible and explains the science connected with how the 
human mind creates emotions, and how humans can then manipulate the process to better their 
personal lives. He can be contacted through the contacts page at MindHackingHappiness.com.


